Sequence-structure specificity of a knowledge based energy function at the secondary structure level.
This paper investigates the sequence-structure specificity of a representative knowledge based energy function by applying it to threading at the level of secondary structures of proteins. Assessing the strengths and weaknesses of an energy function at this fundamental level provides more detailed and insightful information than at the tertiary structure level and the results obtained can be useful in tertiary level threading. We threaded each of the 293 non-redundant proteins onto the secondary structures contained in its respective native protein (host template). We also used 68 pairs of proteins with similar folds and low sequence identity. For each pair, we threaded the sequence of one protein onto the secondary structures of the other protein. The discerning power of the total energy function and its one-body, pairwise, and mutation components is studied. We then applied our energy function to a recent study which demonstrated how a designed 11-amino acid sequence can replace distinct segments (one segment is an alpha-helix, the other is a beta-sheet) of a protein without changing its fold. We conducted random mutations of the designed sequence to determine the patterns for favorable mutations. We also studied the sequence-structure specificity at the boundaries of a secondary structure. Finally, we demonstrated how to speed up tertiary level threading by filtering out alignments found to be energetically unfavorable during the secondary structure threading. The program is available on request from the authors. xud@ornl.gov